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            EXCLUSIVE COUNTRY HOUSE HIRE

            
              Knowlton Court is a much-loved family home set within a stunning and extensive country estate
              of over 1,900 acres located in the heart of Kent, the Garden of England.

                

                With 19 luxury bedrooms and a suite of sumptuous reception rooms, Knowlton Court is available for exclusive
                hire for country house weekends and private stays.
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            EXCLUSIVE HOUSE HIRE

              

              From its extensive parkland and grounds to its immaculate classical country house period interior,
			  Knowlton Court provides the perfect backdrop for film and television, as well as location, editorial
			  and fashion photoshoots.


			  We are also pleased to welcome corporate organisations (including luxury global brands) and institutions
			  to Knowlton for executive stays and shareholder events and meetings.
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            KNOWLTON PROPERTIES

              

              Alongside Knowlton Court, five stunning properties nestle unobtrusively within the Knowlton Estate.

			  

			  From the imposing ten-bedroom Dower House to the delightful one-bedroom Woodpecker View, these luxury
			  properties are available to hire as holiday cottages.

			  They also make exceptional additional or staff accommodation for guests hiring Knowlton Court.
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            OUR LOCATION

              

              Our location in the heart of the Kent countryside is perfect for exploring all our county and spectacular
              coastline has to offer.


			  Knowlton is just ten miles from the historic city of Canterbury, and close to the
              coastal towns of Whitstable, Margate, Deal and Folkestone - now renowned for their cultural and food scenes.


			  London and its international airports are within easy reach via the motorway and train networks, as is
			  easy access to the continent via Folkestone and Dover.


			  We also welcome private helicopters to Knowlton by arrangement.
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                           KNOWLTON ESTATE OFFICE

                              Knowlton

                              Canterbury

		                      Kent

                              CT3 1PT


                              01304 842402

                           

                

              

            

            
              
                 
                

              

            

            
              
                
                  For general information or to discuss exclusive hire of Knowlton Court:

                    office@knowltoncourt.uk

                    

                    

                    Estate Properties: information and bookings:

                    cottages@knowlton.uk

                  

                

              

		

          
      

    

    
    
    
  
